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Courses 

I studied two law papers and three arts papers. I found the law papers to be up to 
Otago’s standards in terms of the amount of work you have to put in. They are also 
the more interesting papers as they have the whole international law side of things 
right on their doorstep. However, there is much more autonomy for students. You 
have to sort your own materials and studies out – the lecturer will often just quickly 
cover the readings and the rest is up to you. 

The arts papers were far more relaxed. I found that if I generally attended class I 
could keep up easily.  

I would advise choosing your courses carefully in terms of when the classes are. If 
you are careful you can ensure you have long weekends i.e. Thursday and Friday off 
– this is crucial if you want to be traveling a lot.  

Accommodation  

I lived in a single room with shared kitchen in Prins Hendrikkade. The location was 
fantastic. I didn’t even use a bike for the last month. Everywhere was at most a 20 
min walk. The rooms are pretty basic but you can make them homely. There is a 
social scene there but personally I found that it was a bit young/first year feel. It can 
be challenging to forge solid friendships if you choose to travel often. I tended to 
stick with my kiwi mates and class mates. However there are certainly good social 
events to attend if you want to. I also found I paid far less rent than most of my 
other kiwi exchange mates so on the whole I highly rate this location. 

Money 

Don’t treat Amsterdam as a holiday as you will get burnt pretty fast. Instead save 
your money for your trips elsewhere. Do not buy possessions and clothes – no one 
cares what you wear and everyone dresses differently anyway. Cook as much as you 
can – eating out is expensive and geared towards tourists. The supermarket 
shopping (I went IJ Hallen) was actually pretty reasonable and so If you shop well 
you can actually live quite cheaply.  

NOTE – ALWAYS have a reserve source of cash. I lost one of my cash passport cards 
once while in Belgium and I would have been in real trouble had I not been with a 
friend. Have a reserve card and an extra 100 euro in cash, stored in different places.  

Security 

People will tell you to be careful of pickpockets but it’s a lesson that is generally only 
heeded when it happens to you. Paris is particularly bad – so much so that the vibe 
there was a bit threatening. Amsterdam felt quite safe overall but certainly stay 



aware. They are genuinely very good at stealing stuff so you have to be super 
careful. (Especially if you’re not sober). 

Avoid hanging around train stations and airports longer than you need to. 

General tips 

 Make sure your bike lock is quality. Always lock it to something and don’t 
lock it in a place that is not easily seen – I had mine stolen due to leaving it in 
a secluded place over night. 

 Walk when you can – biking takes you from A – B, walking lets you get to 
know the city. I saw far more once my bike was stolen. 

 Learn some of the Dutch history – its really interesting and adds to your 
appreciation. 

 Eat stroopelwaffles. Good. 

 Vondel park is a great place to go running. 

 Check out the Noord – great cafes away from the general tourists 

 Learn to avoid the red light district. It soon becomes old / trashy and by far 
the best aspects of Amsterdam are not the stereotypical features for which it 
is known generally. 

 Travel as much as you can on the weekends. I managed to do over 10 
countries while studying – its totally doable if you’re careful with money and 
search fort eh cheapest flights 0 check rometorio for flights. 

 Travel with friends and utilize contacts. Even of you don’t know people, hit 
up mutual friends for accommodation. Saves so much and allows you to see 
far more. You’ll be surprised at how many people you can hit up – utilize FB! 

 Visit the museums – the rijks museum in particular – check the rembrandts 
and veneers.  

 

 


